
Английский язык 

 
Final test (5th class) 

 

LISTENING 

Послушайте и отметьте правильный ответ. (4x2=8 points) 
 

1. Sally wants to buy  a) a skirt       b) jeans     c) a jacket 
 

2. Sally  doesn't like      a) short skirts          b) shirts      c) black clothes 

 

3. Sally has got       a) £5            b)  £15           c) £20 

 

4. Andy likes      a) blue shirt          b) some jeans      c) a sweater 
 

GRAMMAR 

Выберите правильный вариант. (8 points) 
1. Emma works in a hospital. … is a doctor.         a) He   b) She   c) I 
 

2. … Mary got a computer?       a) Does     b) Has     c) Is 

 

3. This is Adam and this is … brother.      a) its      b) her    c) his 

 

4. There is … armchair in the room.      a) a     b) an      c) – 

 

5. Look at them! They … in the garden.  a) plays    b) are playing      c) play 

 

6. Bill … TV every evening.    a) watch     b) watches     c) is watching 

 

7. There is … sugar on the floor.  a) some    b) a     c) many 

 

8. Where … you yesterday?    a) was     b) were     c) did 

 

VOCABULARY (8 points) 
Заполните пропуски подходящими по смыслу словами. В задании есть одно лишнее 
слово. 
 

     kitchen      wardrobe         coat       sister     up        like        elephants   
                                   usually     past      repairing      time             
 

1. There is a big _______ in my room. 6. It's half _________ ten. 
2. Betty is Brian's ______. 7. I get _____ at 7 a.m. 
3. Indian ____ are very big. 8. My friend is ______ his car. 
4. She ______ has lunch at home. 9. What's the weather ________ today? 

5. What's the _____? 10. It's cold. Put on your _________. 
 

READING (8 points) 
Прочитайте текст и установите соответствие между текстами и заголовками. 
Используйте каждую цифру только один раз. В задании есть один лишний заголовок. 



1. Cute little animals. 8. Daily routine. 
2. A tourist's attraction. 6. A collection. 
3. A film review. 7. A festival. 
4. A pet.  

 

A Peter Parker is a quiet teenager. He lives in a small house with his aunt. He is strong and fast. 
People love him but his enemy, the evil Green Goblin, is after him. Can Spider-Man stop him? 
Watch this brilliant film to find out. 
 

B Hi. My name is Tom. I'm eleven years old and I'm from London. I've got many stamps in my 
album. My stamps are from Japan, France, Australia, Canada and New Zealand. I'm proud of it. It 
makes me happy. 
 

C Koalas are cute, they are soft but they are wild and they don't make good pets. You may think 
they are bears but they aren't. Koalas are Australia's most popular mammals. 
 

D In the morning Lara Croft goes jogging ans has a big breakfast. In the afternoon her father often 
visits her. In the evening Lara usually practises kickboxing then reads a book and goes to bed very 
early. 
 

E Every year millions of tourists  come to London to see and listen to Big Ben. Most people think 
that Big Ben is the tall clock tower that stands above the Houses of Parliament. Well no! Big Ben is 
not the clock tower. It is one of the huge bells inside the tower. 
 

F In Britain we have a party to celebrate our birthdays. Everyone brings a small gift. My mum 
always makes me a birthday cake. We have a table full of food, crisps. We decorate the house. It's 
fantastic. 
 

WRITING (8 points) 
Ответьте на вопросы. 
1) What do you often wear in summer? 

2) What is your friend wearing? 

3) Where were you yesterday? 

4) What food do you need to cook an apple cake? 

5) What is your favourite food? 

6) What food don't you like? 

7) What's the weather like in winter? 

8) What time is it now? 

За каждый правильный ответ вы можете получить по 1 баллу.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Final test  (6
th 

 class) 

LISTENING 

Послушайте и отметьте правильный ответ. (4x2= 8 points) 

1. The museum opens at a) 10: 00 am  b) 11: 00 am  c) 11:30 am 

2. The entrance ticket is    a) £1.00  b) £2.50    c) £ 4.00 

3. The Modern Art Section is on the  a) first floor   b) second floor   d) third floor 

4. There are shows at the museums on   a)Wednesdays    b) Thursdays   c) Fridays 

 

GRAMMAR 

     Выберите правильный вариант 

1. John ___  to the cinema last night.   a) go   b) went  c) going 

2. _____ you play tennis yesterday?   a) Were     b) Was    c) Did 

3. I like banana ice cream but my mother _____ chocolate.   a) liking   b)like    c)likes 

4. ____ you at school two days ago?   a) Did   b) Were   c) Was 

5. You _____ listen to loud music after 11 p.m.  a) must   b) can`t   c)should 

6. We can meet  ____ 11 o`clock tomorrow.     a) in    b) on    c) at 

7.  Don`t come to me, please. I am studying Maths _____.  

                          a) never  b) now   c) sometimes 

8. Peter isn`t  feeding  the animals, he is ______ the dusting.  a) doing      b) to do    c) does 

VOCABULARY 

 Заполните пропуски подходящими по смыслу словами. В задании есть одно лишнее 
слово. 

         love                     mad                       nationality                     cake                        born                     

  between                 board                   hate                  cottage                   cartoon       permission                           

                                             

 

1.  Mary is _________ about rock music. She listens 

to it all the time! 

6.   What _______ is he? – He is French. 

2.  You can go the party if your mum gives you 

_________. 

7.  Mum is making a delicious ________ for 

my birthday party. 

3.  I _______ spaghetti. It’s disgusting! 8.  We often play different _________ 

games with my friends. My favourite one is 

Scrabble.  

4.  My favourite ________ is on TV tonight! Let’s 
watch together! 

9.  Pushkin was _________ in Moscow on 

6
th

 June 1799.  

5.   Our post office is _______ the park and the 

supermarket. 

10.   Mike has a big family. They live in a 

huge ________. 



READING 

 Прочитайте текст и установите соответствие между текстами и заголовками.   
Используйте каждую цифру только один раз. В задании есть один лишний заголовок. 

1. Famous artist 5. Favourite day  

2. Daily routine 6. General information about the country 

3. Rules to follow 7. Capital city 

4. Type of transport  

 

A. Glad you like the room, but there are some regulations you should follow. You mustn’t make 
noise and you have to keep the room tidy. Also you can’t bring food here, only snacks and soft 
drinks. And of course you mustn’t keep pets here. It’s forbidden. I hope you’ll be comfortable here. 

B. Australia is a country and a continent at the same time. It includes 8 states. The capital city of 

Australia is Canberra. There are other big and beautiful cities, for example Melbourne, Sydney and 

Perth. The nature of this country is amazing. There are very many different animals in this country. 

The symbols of Australia are a kangaroo and Emu – an ostrich. You can find them in the Australian 

State Emblem. 

C.  Moscow is the capital city of Russia. It is one of the largest cities in Europe. The most popular 

means of transport in Moscow  is the metro. It is very fast. It has 185 stations around the city and it 

is always very busy. Seven million passengers use it every day from 6 am to 1 pm. Passengers can 

tell where the train goes from the voice of the announcers. The metro is also an attraction for 

tourists. 

D. London is the capital city of England. It is a very big city. There many things to see in London. 

Trafalgar Square is popular with tourists. There is a statue of Lord Nelson there, and two beautiful 

fountains. Oxford Street is a very beautiful place. It is famous for shops and restaurants. 

Buckingham palace is where the Queen of England lives. London is a wonderful city. It is a great 

place for a trip. 

E. John Carter is a second-year student at Oxford University. He wakes up at 7.30 and, after a quick 

shower and breakfast; he catches the bus to the University. Class start at 9 am and finish at 12.30. 

John has a lunch in the students’ club and then he goes to the library to study. After he meets his 
friends at the sports center to play tennis. At 8, he has dinner at restaurant kitchen. Then he gets 

back to his flat and goes to bed at 11 o’clock. 

F. Leonardo Da Vinci was a famous painter and scientist, and he was a great philosopher and 

architect. He was born on 15
th

 April in 1452 in Anchiano, Italy. His mother’s name was Catarina 
and his father’s name was Ser Piero. Leonardo draw a lot of beautiful and wonderful pictures. But 

the most famous is his ―Mona Lisa‖ which is now in Louvre, France.  

WRITING 

Напишите  8 правил для своей комнаты\ дома.  

 За каждое грамматически и лексически оформленное правило вы можете получить по 
1 баллу. 

 

 

 

 



Final test (7
th

 form) 

A Listening. 

Послушайте разговор Фредди и Элли о том, что они и их друзья будут делать в Лондоне. Что выбрал 
каждый из людей? (5 points) 

 e.g.    C          Ally   A walk around city 

1  .……..... Freddy   B go to museums and art galleries  

2   ………... Sue    C go shopping  

3  ………    Nathan   D see countryside 

4 ………...  Bob   E see Royal Family’s home 

5 ………...  Mark   F spend time with friend  

 

В Reading.  
Соотнесите заголовки и тексты. Один заголовок лишний. (5 points) 

A. An office at home          D. Computers for building up team  

B. Computers for making films   E. Driving in the future 

C. “No” to computer games    F. Saving space 

  

1. Safe, comfortable and green. Electric-powered cars will not produce any substances (вещества) which are 

dangerous for people and nature. In 10-20 years all cars will have their own built-in computers. These computers 

will help choose the best way to go and avoid accidents (избегать происшествий)). You can even sit back and let 

the computer do the driving! 

 

2. Nowadays, people working in offices use computers, which contain hundreds of documents. Do you know how 

much space these documents would take up, if they were printed on paper? They’d occupy (занимать) whole 

rooms! In many offices computers are linked in a network. This way, people can exchange information and 

messages without moving from their tables. 

 

3. Technology has made it possible for more and more people to work from the place where they live. In this way, 

they don’t waste so much time, because they don’t have to go to the office every day. It also means less pollution 
in the atmosphere caused by transport. 

 

4. Good-bye, pencils! Farewell (прощай), sheets of paper! These days cartoons are being made with a computer. 

The first-ever cartoon to be created by computer was “Toy Story” produced by Steve Jobs. A typical Walt Disney 
cartoon usually needs up to 600 designers. “Toy Story” was made using only 100. So, like so much of modern life, 

today’s cinema seems to be falling more and more into the hands of the computer. 
 

5. If we speak about the negative aspects of a computer game, probably the first thing that would come to our 

minds is that it isolates (отделять) a person from other people. Now the first virtual reality computer game has 

appeared which you can play in a group of 6 people at the same time. The game is called “The Loch Ness 
Expedition.” Each player is given a role in the underwater expedition. Players have to cooperate (сотрудничать) to 

achieve the goal. 

 

C Vocabulary  
Подберите подходящее по смыслу слово для каждого предложения. (10 points) 

*Surfing    *yet   *possible   *candy   *pollution   *landmarks   *flown   *unforgettable   *e-book     *logical 

1 I love …… the Net. 

2 Cars use a lot of fuel and cause …….. 
3 The ideas in your essay were clear and ….. That’s why you got a perfect mark.   
4 Would you buy some ……. floss? 

5 Let’s go to LEGOLAND. I’d like to see the models of American ……… 

6 Robby is interested in reading. He has chosen a new ………. 

7 Our holidays were ………  
8 Modern computers make it …….. to work from your house. 
9 Have you ever …….. in a pirate ship? 

10 “Have you done your work?” “No, not …….” 

 

D Grammar.   

Выберите один ответ. (10 points) 



1 Have you ever ……... a haunted mansion? 
a) explore b) explored c) exploring 

2 I will watch this unbelievable show ……. week. 

a) yet  b) next  c) last 

3 My friend ……. never been to Paris. 

a) has  b) have c) do 

4 “What were you doing yesterday at 4 pm?” “I …….. to my favourite music.” 

a) was listening b) listened c) listening 

5 Mum, I …… do the washing-up. I promise. 

a) has  b) do  c) will 

6 Sue’s not at home. She has ……. to her office. 
a) been  b) made c) gone 

7 I think by 2100 people ………. in underwater cities. 

a) lives  b) will live  c) has lived 

8 They have never …….. to Australia before. 
a) been  b) swim c) flew 

9 Wow! I’ve …… shaken hands with Jack the Sparrow. 
a) yesterday b) always c) just 

10 He hasn’t flown a helicopter ……… 

a) never b) tomorrow c) yet 

 

E Writing  

Выберите одну фотографию. Опишите человека на фотографии. У вас должен получиться связный рассказ 

(7–8 предложений).  (7 points) 

План ответа поможет вам: 

• the place 

• the action 

• the person’s appearance 

• whether you like the picture or not 

• why 

Start with: “I’d like to describe picture № ... . The picture shows …” 

                                            



Final test (8th form) 

 

A Listening 

Listen to some people talking about environmental problems. Match the speakers (1-5) to the statements (A-E) 

A The speaker talked about the idea of using a car together. 

B The speaker wants to do something for nature but it is not easy for him/her. 

C The speaker doesn’t think that the Earth will not recover from the damage it has suffered. 

D The speaker found the way to cope with his/her problems after talking to neighbours. 

E The speaker understood he/she had to do his part for the environment after watching a TV show. 

A B C D E 

     

 

B Reading 

 Match the headings to the paragraphs. There is one EXTRA heading. 

1 Nature friendly clothes               4 The influence of the media 

2 A famous costume-maker                         5 Less than perfect 

3 The history of clothes              6 We are what we wear 

A          A long time ago, clothes were simply a way of covering our bodies. Of course, there have always been 

preferences in one style or another, but fashion rarely used to define who we are. Today, things are different. Our 

clothes make a statement about our personality and our lifestyle. Teens, especially, associate the way they dress with 

the image they want to show others. It’s not really about being fashionable anymore; it’s more about showing our 
identity through our choice of outfit. 

B          William Ivey Long is one of the greatest costumes’ designers of our time. His extraordinary work in 
Hairspray, Chicago and other Broadway and off-Broadway plays has won him five Tony awards and twice as many 

nominations. His costumes are clever, original and a perfect expression of the character they are created for. The 

highlight in Long’s career was in 2006, when he was admitted to the Theater Hall of Fame. 

C              People have always had the need to set their own fashion trends, and there is no better witness to this fact 

than the Fashion Museum in Bathe, England. With a display of original outfits dating from the 1700s to modern day, 

fashion enthusiasts will be thrilled to see not only real dresses worn by English kings and queens, but also some of 

the dresses made by the legehdary Hollywood actress Marilyn Monroe. 

D              With more and more people turning their attention to our planet’s growing problems, it’s no wonder that 

the fashion industry is also doing so. Eco-safe materials, organic coloring substances and even clothes made from 

recycled materials are now easier to find and are becoming more and more popular with today’s shoppers. 
E             The next time you feel unhappy because you don’t have Nicole Kidman’s porcelain skin, Jennifer 
Aniston’s beautiful hair or David Beckham’s muscular body, have a look through some gossip magazines. It might 
make you feel better to see pictures of your favourite Hollywood icons without their make-up on. Take a closer look 

at these star’s pictures and you’ll discover that many of them are ordinary-looking people, just like you and me! 

 

C Vocabulary 

Choose a word to every sentence. One word is EXTRA. 

*earthquake    *frizzy          *baggy         *homelessness        *pollution          *caused      *collapsed     *endangered 

1 These ……... jeans are really comfortable. I’ll take them. 
2 The heavy rains have ……... floods in many parts of countries. 
3 Do you know that mate? The one with a bushy beard and ……. hair. 
4 A lot of buildings in this place were destroyed by that horrible……... 
5 Air and water ……. is a global issue of our world. 
6 Poverty causes a lot of social problems such as child labour, ……., famine. 
7 The rescue team is working near that ……... bridge. 
 

 

 

 



D Grammar 

Choose a correct answer to every gap. 

1 The rescue teams managed to reach the girl who …….   under the collapsed building. 
a) buried                 b) had been buried                     c) were buried  

2 The tornado ……. two years ago, but you can see the results these days.  
a) has occurred                b) was occur                       c) occurred 

3 Ann is wearing a ………. dress. 
a) trendy floral silk      b) floral trendy silk         c) trendy silk floral 

4 A lot of endangered rhinos were killed …… illegal hunters last year. 
a) with                              b) by                                 c) the 

5. Cameras can’t …... in the museum.  
a) be use                  b) is used                                 c) be used 

6. A new gallery will …. next month. 
a) open                   b) opened                                  c) be opened 

7. The massive waves … millions of people. 
a) were killed                    b) are killed                               c) killed 

 

 

E Writing  

Describe the picture. Pay attention on clothes and appearance of people (10-11 sentences) 

 the place 

 the action 

 the person’s appearance and clothes 

 whether you like the picture or not 

 why 

Start with: “I’d like to describe picture № ... . The picture shows …” 

 

         Photo 1             Photo 2                 Photo 3 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Final test (9th class) 
 

 

I LISTENING 

 Вы два раза услышите четыре коротких диалога, обозначенных буквами А, B, C, D. Установите 
соответствие между диалогами и местами, где они происходят: к каждому диалогу подберите 
соответствующее место действия, обозначенное цифрами. Используйте каждое место 
действия из списка 1–5 только один раз. В задании есть одно лишнее место действия. 
 

1 At an animal farm 

2 In a restaurant 
3 In a classroom 

4 At home 

5 In a hospital 
Dialogue A B C D 

Place     

 

II READING  
Прочитайте тексты и установите соответствие между текстами и их заголовками: к 
каждому тексту, обозначенному буквами А–F, подберите соответствующий заголовок, 
обозначенный цифрами 1–7. Используйте каждую цифру только один раз. В задании 
есть один лишний заголовок. 
 

1. Local legends                                     4. Protection of the ecosystem 

2. Special in many ways                        5. Tourist аttraction                                
3. Diverse wildlife                                 6. Harsh climate 

                                                              7. Scientific expeditions 

 

A. Though Baikal is located in a very remote place, and is difficult to reach in autumn and winter, it attracts 
thousands of visitors every year. A chance to see this unique place is worth the long journey! On the banks of 
Baikal you can stay in a modern, comfortable hotel, take part in hiking tours and enjoy the untouched natural 
beauty. People who visit Baikal once want to return to the place again and again.   
B. The world’s deepest lake, Baikal, is in Siberia. It is also the largest freshwater lake in Eurasia and the 
oldest lake on Earth. At least 1,500 unique species live there – they cannot be found anywhere else on the 
planet! The water in the lake is so clear that if you drop a coin, it can be clearly seen a hundred feet below 
the water.  
С. Everyone considers the Siberian climate very severe, which is perfectly true for the Baikal region. The 
winters there are really freezing: the average temperature is as low as 25 degrees Celsius. Due to its location 
in the middle of the continent, the place is characterised by a sharp contrast between winter and summer 
temperatures. The summers are generally cool, with a few hot days. The sun shines brightly above the lake 
till late autumn. 
D. People who live in the Baikal region believe that it’s a unique and mysterious place. According to them, 
the water from Baikal can cure different illnesses, gives you strength and clears your mind. They also say 
that the lake was formed millions of years ago when a huge, hot rock fell to earth. It melted the ice around 
and that was how Baikal appeared. The story about the meteorite has, however, never been proved by 
scientists. 
E. The lake attracts not only tourists but also many wildlife researchers, biologists and even archaeologists. 
The world famous explorer and scientist, Jacques Cousteau, and his team spent lots of time studying the deep 
waters of Baikal. They also shot a film about their research that was broadcast by major TV channels all over 
the world.  
F. However, the growing popularity of the lake and the industrial development of the region have caused 
ecological problems. The safety of this unique natural ecosystem has been discussed at an international level. 
Now Lake Baikal is on the list of heritage sites protected by UNESCO. A federal state law about the 
conservation of the lake was also supported in Russia. 
 

III USE OF ENGLISH 

Прочитайте текст и трансформируйте слова справа так, чтобы они соответствовали 



содержанию и структуре предложений 

A) VOCABULARY   
 

In an epoch of technical progress, reading books is losing its _______1. Little by 
little radio, television and internet are beginning to force books from our life. If in 
the past a lot of the greatest poets and _________2, such as Pushkin, Yesenin, 
Bulgakov created their _________3 works, nowadays such masters of words are 
absent. We begin to consider some detective and love stories of poor quality as 
―literary works‖.  
A book is a _______4 friend for a man. Reading is the thing which helps us to 
develop our soul, teaches us to get to know our life. The heroes of the books help 
us to avoid mistakes. A good book is a wise company, which can give us 
________5 advice. 
Reading ________ 6 develops our memory; our speech becomes richer. 

1valuable 

 

2 written 

3 uniqueness 

 

4 truth 

 

5 use 

6 reality 

 
B) GRAMMAR   
 

The plane safely took off and Anna breathed a sigh of relief. She _______1 flying. 
She knew that, according to statistics, it was the _________2 way of travelling, but 
it didn't make her feel any better. 
Statistics were impersonal but when she imagined her plane flying over the ocean, 
she _______3 dizzy. 
The guy sitting next to ________4 was, on the contrary, happy and relaxed. 
He was listening to his CD player. His eyes _______5 but when Anna tried to reach 
for her bag on the luggage deck; he immediately stood up to help her. 
―Thanks,‖ Anna said and her voice shook. 
―Are you OK, miss?‖asked the guy. ―Are you afraid of flying?‖ Anna nodded. 
―Take this,‖ the guy handed her a package of candies. ―I always have candies when 
I fly.‖ 

―I wish  I _______6 feel the same,‖ Anna sighed. 

1 not like 

2 safe 

 

3 feel 
 

4 she 

5 close 

 

 

 

6 can 

 

 

IV WRITING 

 

 Опираясь на один из планов, напишите связный текст (40-50 words). 
 

A) 1.Do you like reading?     B) 1What can children do after the 9th class? 

2. What do you prefer to read? Why?    2. What are you going to do after the 9th 
class? 

3. What is your favourite book?     3. What is your future career? 

4. Who is the author of the book?    4. What does your future profession involve? 

5. What is special about the book?    5. What subjects do you need for your 
career? 

6. Who would you recommend the book to? Why?  6. Why have you chosen this career? 

 

 

  



Final test (10
th

 class)             

I. READING 

 Прочитайте тексты и установите соответствие между текстами А–F и заголовками 1–7. 

Используйте каждую цифру только один раз. В задании есть один лишний заголовок. 

1. A better system 

2. The wrong goal 

3. Arguably helpful  

4. Too stressful 

5. Too much homework 

6. Too many distractions 

7. Extra-curricular over load   

A. My problem with homework is that I am rather fond of TV and computer games. Every evening after 

school it is the same. I start with the highest intentions. I’ll just play one round of Final fantasy and then 
begin. But it tends to be three rounds and then tea time. Oh — and then my favourite program begins in 10 

minutes so I’ll start after that. And so it goes on. Probably I lack motivation. 

B. It is so much faster doing homework these days. All our assignments can be done on the PC which means 

correcting and changing things is so easy. But of course the Internet is the biggest shortcut of all. Maybe it’s 
true what they say that it stops you reading textbooks. You get snatches of information rather than the whole 

story. Maybe I should try to use the internet less. 

C. I am a drummer and a pianist. The school really encourages this and I have two one hour lessons a week 

plus one to two hours daily practice. I am in the basketball team. The school encourages this and we practice 

twice a week. I got picked to be in the school play. Rehearsals are two hours a week. Will somebody please 
tell me when I am supposed to get my homework done?  

D. Exam practice, constant revision, exam techniques and how to get the highest possible grade— is this 

what education is supposed to be about? The school seems obsessed with grades and the school results 

league table. We are currently 17th highest achievers in England but if we really try hard this year we might 
make top 10. Silly me! I thought education was about learning and preparing for adult life. 

E. For some kids exams bring more pressure than they can cope with. They worry about what their parents 

will say, not to mention what their teachers or class mates will think. No wonder some of them freeze up in 

the exam hall and are unable to write anything out of sheer nerves. 

F. Why do they do it? We get three weeks in a row with minimal homework and then every teacher in the 

school sets a massive assignment to be completed ―by next Friday — no late submissions‖. Why don’t they 
get together and try and even the load? 

 

 II  GRAMMAR 

Прочитайте приведенный ниже текст. Преобразуйте слова, напечатанные заглавными 
буквами в конце строк так, чтобы они грамматически соответствовали содержанию 
текста. 
Many cities in the United States hold marathons. The city of Chicago, Illinois, has its 

marathon once a year. The running area in Chicago is almost absolutely flat. The 

scenery is amazingly beautiful. This fact has helped some runners set some of the 

world’s 1) _______ times there. Many of them hope to go back again. 

 

 

FAST 

Some people know that they have no chance of 2) _______ but they participate 

anyway. 

WIN 

They are not officially registered for the race - they just start running with the crowd. 

These runners 3)________ ―bandits.‖ 

CALL 



Many of 4)_______ finish the race hours after the serious runners but they are happy to 

cross the finish line anyway. 

THEY 

Recently, a British writer and journalist, Mario Roter,  said in an interview: ― I am 

going  to  run in a marathon because I think I think it 5)_______ fun to write an article 

about what people felt during the race‖.  

BE 

Later he said that running forty-two kilometers was no fun. Many people agree that 

there is no pleasure in running a marathon, but afterwards it feels great to know that 

you 6)___________ it. 

DO 

 

III. VOCABULARY 

Прочитайте приведенный ниже текст. Преобразуйте слова, напечатанные заглавными 
буквами в конце строк так, чтобы они грамматически и лексически соответствовали 
содержанию текста. 

                    School recycling projects 

School recycling projects provide children and young people with hands-on 

experience that helps them grow to see that efforts to cut the wasteful use of 

resources does make a  1)___________. 

 

 

DIFFER 

A variety of proactive activities can be used to teach children to take 

2)____________for keeping the earth cleaner and to learn to help the 

environment for a better future. 

RESPONSIBLE 

Recycling is necessary to 3)________ waste in homes, schools and work places. REDUCTION 

Some people  waste a lot of valuable resources that are difficult to 4) _____ 

replace. For example, some classmates always  wrap their packed lunches in 

silver paper which cannot be  reused. 

PLACE 

Silver paper harms nature when it's released into the environment because it  

decomposes very 5) _______. 

SLOW 

There are other, more environmentally friendly ways to store food, and perhaps 

schools need to 6)______ students to eliminate waste. As there are so many ways 

to protect the environment, people should  swap ideas on their favorite ways. 

That way, we can  save the Earth. 

COURAGE 

 

IV. Напишите развернутый ответ на один из четырех пунктов объемом 50-70 слов. 

Обратите внимание на необходимость ответа на каждый вопрос пункта (3б), 

логичность, связность текста (1б), грамотность (2б) (макс – 6 баллов)  

1. Do you think there should be any changes in the educational system you are studying?  

Why/why not? What should  it be? 

2. What is the professional area you would prefer in the future? Why is it interesting for you? 

What do you need to be successful? 

3. What can be done to protect the environment and eliminate waste? What is 3Rs program?  

Which of these things do you do in your daily life? 

4. What is the most famous sporting event in your country?  What is it like? (name, type, 

competitors) 



Final test  (11
th

 class) 

 

1.READING  

Прочитайте тексты и установите соответствие между текстами А–F и заголовками 1–8. 

Используйте каждую цифру только один раз. В задании есть один лишний заголовок. 
 

1 Controlled by voice commands  5 Services for smartphones 

2 Smartphones keep an eye on you  6 Computers based on neurons 

3 Manufactures will make changes 7 Some computers will disappear 

4 Disadvantages of smartphones  8 Why smartphones are convenient 

 

A.  Over the last five years, smartphones have proved that they are immensely capable. They will 

represent more than 50 per cent of the mobile phone market in 2015. In 10 years, tablets will 

be archaic. Desktops and laptops, having already begun their slide into antiquity, will soon be 

nothing more than dusty relics and museum exhibits. The last and only bastion of consumer 

computing will be the smartphone.  

 

B.  Some arguments for a larger device, such as the laptop, may still remain. For example, the 

interface. The keyboard is still the best way of inputting data, and some activities simply can’t 
be performed on a 4-inch smartphone screen. Besides, there will always be people who need 

or want faster computers to speed up their workflow. Supercomputers which do calculations at 

the speed of nanoseconds are definitely not the size of smartphones.  

 

C.  The reasons for keeping a laptop, desktop, or tablet may disappear because Apple and Google 

have developed speech recognition programs which can replace keyboard input. Usual 

displays will be replaced by head-up displays or wireless contact lens displays. Brain-

computer interfaces will appear in the near future. A solid, immovable screen will not be in 

the centre of our interaction with multimedia any longer.  

 

D.  Just think what it would be like if your smartphone was your only computer. You would 

always have your computer with you. All of your documents, photos, games, apps, and 

utilities would always be in your pocket, accessible at any time. If you want to check your 

messages, watch TV on the train, or edit a photo, just go to the menu. Moreover, you could 

use your smartphone as a passport or a credit card. 

  

E.  With the help of a smartphone and a few apps, you just slide your phone in your pocket before 

your workout, and let the app track your speed and activity. Smartphones track your 

movements, and then pass the data off to commercial apps, or helpful services like Google 

Now. With additional sensors, they constantly monitor your activity and overall health. The 

dream of wearable computing will become true.  

 

F.  There is a worldwide shift to mobile computing. Computers are becoming smaller and more 

efficient. If smartphones are the only consumer-oriented computers, production lines and 

equipment have to be updated to meet new requirements. With an atomic computing platform, 

smartphones would be cheaper and much more capable than they are today. Cloud computing 

would satisfy needs of those who want faster computers. 

G.  It is important to develop our brains as well. Computer can do many complex tasks at the 

same time (―multitasking‖) that are difficult for the brain. For example, counting backwards 
and multiplying two numbers at the same time. However, the brain also does some 

multitasking using the autonomic nervous system. For example, the brain controls breathing, 

heart rate, blood pressure and at the same time it performs mental tasks. 



 

2. GRAMMAR  

Прочитайте приведенный ниже текст. Преобразуйте слова, напечатанные заглавными 
буквами в конце строк так, чтобы они грамматически соответствовали содержанию 
текста. 
 

Susan’s father often had to go to different countries on business. That 
evening, he came home (1)_________________ than usual.He looked tired. 

Susan (2) _______________ that the next week her father was going to 

China to discuss a new project. At dinner, her father asked Susan if she 

wanted to go with him. It was a bit unexpected but Susan liked the idea at 

once.It was her (3) _____________ birthday in a few days. And Susan 

thought it would be fun to celebrate it abroad. However, there was one thing 

she wanted to clear up before the trip: ―Are you going to be busy from 
morning till night? I (4) _____________ to sit in the hotel all the time 

alone.‖―You won’t have to,‖ her father reassured Susan. ―I (5) ___________ 

all the project papers already. So, while our partners are studying them, 

we’ll have plenty of time for sightseeing.‖―Great!‖ Susan ran up to her room 
to pack. 

―Remember to take some comfortable shoes. Otherwise your (6) _________ 

will hurt after the long excursions.‖ Her father’s advice was always 
practical.In half an hour everything (7) ______________ in a suitcase and 

Susan called her best friend to tell her the news. 

 

1.LATE 

2.KNOW 

 

 

3.SIXTEEN 

 

 

4.NOT/WANT 

5.PREPARE 

 

 

 

6.FOOT 

 

7.PACK 

 

 

3 WORDFORMATION 

Прочитайте приведенный ниже текст. Преобразуйте слова, напечатанные заглавными 
буквами в конце строк так, чтобы они грамматически и лексически соответствовали 
содержанию текста. 
 

Сhoosing a career is one of the most difficult choices we have to make 

in our lives. There are a lot of interesting and (1) _______ professions, but 

which of them is the right choice for you? Will you be (2) ______ in life? 

Researchers who work in (3) _______ and sociology asked people across 

the UK what their dream. job would be. According to the survey, people 

find modest jobs like charity work or gardening the most (4) _______. 

Often the top of their list are jobs such as a nurse or a (5) ________. The 

study also proves that people in the UK are very (6) _______ and focus on 

dream jobs they have a __________ (7) chance of getting. 

 

1.EXCITE 

2.SUCCESS 

3.EDUCATE 

 

4.ATTRACT 

5.TEACH 

6.PRACTICE 

7.REALITY 

 

4 WRITING  

Дайте развернутый ответ на вопрос  (50-70 words). Обращайте внимание на логику 
изложения. Обращайте внимание на логичность, связность и грамотность  

1 Why do people learn foreign languages? 

2 What historic sites and places of interest would you like to visit in London and why? 

            3 What do you expect of your future job? 

 

 

 

  



НЕМЕЦКИЙ ЯЗЫК  
 

Abschlusstest  ( “Horizonte” Klasse 5) 
 

1.HӦREN 

Прослушайте диалог и отметьте, соответствуют ли утверждения содержанию диалогов 
(richtig) или не соответствуют (falsch) 
 

Telefongesprӓch 1 

1) Marie iβt gerade zu Mittag 

2) Stefan bekommt einen Hund zum Geburtstag 

3) Stefan hat einen Job 

Telefongesprӓch 2 

4) Melanie macht am Wochenende eine Geburtstagsparty 

5) Andreas schenkt Melanie Blumen 

6) Die Geburtstagsparty beginnt um 16 Uhr 
 

2. GRAMMATIK 

 Выберите правильный вариант 

1. Ich _____________  20 Jahre alt. ( ist, sind, bin, bist) 
2. Meine Freundin ______________  Deutsch. (mogen, magst, mag, mogt) 
3. Martin ____________  Volleyball. (spielen, spielst, spielt, spiele) 
4. Dein Freund _______________ in Koln. (wohnen, wohnst, wohne, wohnt) 
5. Machst ____ Sport  gern? ( du, er, wir, sie) 
6. Ist ______ Mutter Ӓrztin? (dein, deine, deiner) 

 

3. LEXIK  
Заполните пропуски подходящими по смыслу словами. В задании есть одно лишнее 
слово 

Kino    sprechen    Beruf     mein   Schach      kommen  tanzen 

 

1. Ich heiβe Anton und das ist ______Freund Michael. 
2. Wir können noch nicht so gut Deutsch ________. 
3. Pavel kann gut  ________  spielen. 
4. Was ist dein Vater von _______? 

5. Woher _________ Sie? 

6. Ich gehe ins  _____  gern. 
 

4.LESEN  
Прочитайте текст и выберите правильный вариант ответа 

Mein Name ist  Markus. Meine Familie ist gross. Ich habe einen Vater,  eine Mutter, Grosseltern 
und zwei Geschwister:  einen Bruder und eine Schwester. Wir wohnen in Wiesbaden. Meine Mutter 
ist Sekretӓrin in einer Firma and mein Vater ist Automechaniker. Meine Grosseltern sind  Rentner. 
Wir Kinder gehen in die Schule. Wir haben in der Woche wenig Friezeit. Aber am Wochenende 
spielen wir Fussball, Tischtennis oder Karten. Manchmal gehen wir alle zusammen ins Museum 
oder fahren Rad. Unsere Familie ist super.  

1. Der Junge heiβt …. a) Mark   b) Markus    c) Marion 

2. Die Familie von Markus ist …. a) sehr gross    b) gross  c) nicht besonders gross 

3. Er hat … a) zwei Geschwister    b) zwei Schwestern   c) zwei Brueder 
4. Die Mutter … a) arbeitet zu Hause  b) arbeitet nicht   c) arbeitet in einer Firma 

5. Der Vater ist …   von Beruf.    a) Elektriker    b) Automechaniker   c) Fussballspieler 
6. Am Wochenende …. a) geht die Familie ins Kino   b) fӓhrt die Familie Skateboard    c) 

spielt die Familie Fuβball und Tischtennis.  



 

5. SCHREIBEN 

Ответьте на вопросы: 
1) Wie heiβt du? 

2) Woher kommst du? 

3) Wo wohnst du? 

4) Wie alt bist du? 

5) Wie viele Fremdsprachen lernst du? 

6) Wie ist deine Handynummer? 

 


